The Third International Conference on Applications of Mathematics and Informatics in Natural Sciences and Engineering
AMINSE 2017

On December 6-9, 2017 “The Third International Conference on Applications of Mathematics and Informatics in Natural Sciences and Engineering” was held at Ilia Vekua Institute of Applied Mathematics (VIAM) of I. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University (TSU). The conference was dedicated the 80th Birthday of Professor David Gordeziani (1937-2015). He was a director of the institute in 1986-2006.

Conference was opened by the director of VIAM, Prof. George Jaiani.

Vice Rector of TSU, Prof. A. Tsiskaridze welcomed the participants of the conference and wished them successful work.

The opening talk “Life and Scientific Activities of Prof. D. Gordeziani” was given by Prof. G. Jaiani.

Plenary talks were made by Prof. P. Destuynder (France), Member of Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei Prof. P. Podio-Guidugli (Italy), Prof. P. Ricci (Italy), Prof. W.B. Schulze (Germany), Prof. V. Gool’dshtein (Israel), Prof. T. Kutsia (Austria), Prof. M. Marin (Romania), Member of Georgian Academy of Sciences V. Kokilashvili, Prof. H. Meladze (Georgia), Prof. R. Duduchava (Georgia), Prof. D. Natroshvili (Georgia), and Prof. R. Botchorishvili (Georgia).

Besides the plenary speakers, the 20 minutes talks were also given by other participants, in particular, senior and young scientists (among them by PhD and MA Students) from Turkey, Kazakhstan, Germany, Georgia, and Luxemburg.

Academician of the French Academy Philippe Ciarlet took an active part in organizing the conference. Unfortunately, he could not visit Georgia, but he sent his talk electronically and it aroused the great interest of the participants of the conference.

Co-Chair of the International Organizing Committee of the Conference Prof. Olga Gil-Medrano was very active in organizing the conference from beginning to the end but in the last minute because of a health state she was not able to participate in the conference.
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